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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a novelfeature-based variational modeling to control the bio-
degradation process and thus material release kinetics of biodegradable micro-
structures. Pattern architecture of micro-structure is varied according to the
predetermined degradation profile over the micro-structure based on tissue
engineering requirements. Optimum pattern architecture is generated over the micro-
structure with varying geometric features and degradation kinetics.Several micro-
pattern examples are provided with different patterning features (PFs) and degradation
profiles, and their time baseddegradation profilesarecalculated based on the developed
biodegradation model. An experimental study of degradation process is also developed
to compare a fabricated micro-structured biodegradable material to the developed
computational model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tissue Engineering aims to regenerate tissue structures by combining cells and biomaterial to replace
diseased and damaged tissues or organs [17]. One common strategy is to develop engineered scaffolds
providing an optimal microenvironment for the cells to culture and develop into tissues[15].
Biodegradable polymers are used extensively in tissue engineering to fabricate micro-structures (See
Fig. 1) for scaffolds supporting cell attachment and subsequent tissue regeneration [4],[9]. One of the
main reasons for using biodegradable polymers which function for a temporary period, subsequently
degrade and leave human body through metabolic pathways, is to eliminate the risk of complications
associated with the long-term presence of foreign material [3].

Fig. 1:A micro-patterned Structure with uniform geometry.

Micro-patterned
Structure
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Controlling the degradation by varying the micro-pattern geometry could have a big impact on cell
growth and proliferation such as biological response, functional and mechanical behavior, andthe
proteinrelease rate. The functional behavior of the micro-structure and the amount of mechanical
loading during regeneration of tissue structure changeover time, and are affected by the geometry of
micro-structures[6].In addition, the micro-structure can be designed in a way to release proteins or
growth factors choreographed over a time period to improvetissue regeneration while viable tissue
adheres and grows into degrading construct [2].Therefore, it is essential to release encapsulated
proteins and growth factors in a controlled fashion since the incorporated proteins need to maintain
their integrity to stimulate desirable cells to achieve biological response thereafter the degradation of
the release system[16]. However, increasing the degradation rate deteriorates the mechanical integrity
of the scaffold that is to be maintained for a period to promote cell proliferation. Therefore,
controlling degradation to meet the required mechanical strength is also important [5]. In the
literature, most of the studies have been conducted for the degradation analysis of biomaterials
experimentally based on aforementioned properties but they take prolonged time to complete and are
difficult to replicate [1],[7-8].

The major objective of this paper is to control the biodegradation process by controlling the geometry
and pattern architecture of micro-pattern structures. Material release along the micro-structure is
controlled by featured based geometric modeling of micro-patterned structures and time based
cumulative material release is obtained for various micro-pattern designs.

2. FEATURE- BASEDVARIATIONALMODELING OF MICRO-PATTERNED STRUCTURES
In this research, micro-patterned structures are modeled to be used in tissue engineering to control the
cellular microenvironment and allow cells to align themselves to the shape of geometrically modeled
patterns.While cells proliferate through the patterns, the degradation process proceeds simultaneously
leading changes in the microenvironment. To maintain appropriate microenvironment, the degradation
process is to be controlledspatially and temporarily by varying micro-patterns and their geometry.

A new feature-based geometric modeling of micro-patterned structures is developed to vary and
control the geometry of micro-patterns. In tissue engineering or wound healing, degradation or protein
and growth factor release should change based on the some predetermined profiles. This desired
degradation kinetics can be represented as a function varying from one feature such as edges of a
tissue or a wound to another.These features will dominate the designed pattern geometry and termed
as patterning features in this paper. PFs are a collection of geometric features such as edges or points
that are definable on the structure. The pattern changes from one PF to another PF over the entire
structure. Variational design in micro-structures must have at least one starting PF and one ending PF
to represent the variation.

2.1 Feature-based Modeling
In this paper, a micro-patterned structure M is modeled as a collection of three characteristic sets;
constraintsdegradation profile (D) with a set of features (F)and a set of geometric constraints (C)as
follows [14]:

)}({D=D profile u (1.1)

C)F,(D,=M

3
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where E3 is the three-dimensional Euclidean space. Degradation profile D guides the pattern variation

and is modeled as a free-form curve represented by B-spline functions of parametric distanceuand
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In Eqn. (1.2), Qjare the control points that control the degradation profile.Feature set Fconsist of form

features
iniiFF 0,...,=}{ and patterning features of

jnjjPF 0,...,=}{ . Form features represent the designed

geometry of micro-pattern structures. As described before, patterning features dominatethe starting
and ending points of variation over the micro-structure.Variation in pattern is confined by set of

geometric constraints
jnjjC 0,...,=}{ . Overall property

p
Π including mechanical and biological behavior of

the micro-structure is proportional to the degradation profile and is given in Eqn. (1.3). Two micro-
structures with variation in patterns based on their degradation profiles are illustrated in Fig. 2 (a)-(b).

(u)Dprofile≈
p

Π (1.3)

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Examples of micro-patterned structures with controlled geometry based on required degradation
profile with (a) linear increase (b) exponential increase in degradation rate between two geometric
constraints.

2.2 Geometric Variational Model: Blending
To achieve the satisfactory performance from the micro-patterned structures, the block size on the
structure is varied continuously to achieve satisfactory performance. A blending (also called skinning)
[12] model is proposed to represent continues variation on degradation profile among a set of
patterning feature. Patterns on the micro-structure are constrained to these patterning features and
the direction of variation, which is the same as the parametric blending direction. Skinning is a process
forming a surface that is a blend among a set of curves called sections curves (See Fig. 3(a)) denoted
by ( ), where Kk 1,...,= . In Fig. 3(b),curve interpolation is performed across the equally distanced

control points of the section curves yielding control points , of the blended surface where , is the th

control point of th interpolating curve ni 1,...,= .Variation of block size and location on the micro-

structures is thus represented by the degradation profile that directs blending operation generatingn

number of interpolating curves. These curves ( ), called blending curves, represent the continuous
variation on the geometry between two patterning features as shown in Fig. 4. Blending curves are used

to separate micro-structure into uniform degradation regions.In order to generate n number of

blending curves on the structure, discretization is performed on the degradation profile by dividing it

into n-1 number of equivalent regions based on parametric distance.
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Fig. 3: Blending process (a) section curves (b) blending curves.

The value of the profile in a regionis calculated with respect to the middle point of that regionand is
assumed to be constant everywhere in the region.

Fig. 4: Blending operation and discretizationof degradation profile into uniform degradation regions
between 2PFs.

Fig. 5: Parameters for block location including region widths and the interval distances between
adjacent blocks and parallel set of blocks.

While the heights of blocks are assumed to be same due to the requirement of fabrication process of
micro-patterns, only change in width of block provides the variation. Total material released variation
hence is performed by controlling block width. Due to the constant value of degradation profile in a

region, the region encloses blocks with same width size of wi in the corresponding region between two

consecutive blending curves )1,...,=( 1-1,...,= KR ni on the micro-structure. The value of function is
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proportional to the total material released in region
i

R . Micro-structures have starting and ending PFs

that can be either an edge or a randomly picked point inside the structure. Each starting and ending PF
couple confined within geometric constraints represents variation in the width of

i
R and hence

number of blocks located in this region. Width of blocks in
i

R is represented as wi. In Fig. 5, gap

between two adjacent blocks along corresponding is denoted as
i

wΔ and it is provided initially on

each sides of to locate blocks iwΔ /2 away from the related curve in order to prevent block overlap in

the design. Moreover, iwΔ gap is also considered between two consecutive set of blocks in each
i

R for

the same reason. Smallest distance between two consecutive blending curves is denoted as wmini
for

each iR .

2.3 Micro-pattern Optimization
In this section, an optimization model is developed to determine optimum size and number of blocks
located in uniform degradation regions generated by the blending operation. Total number of blocks
located in

i
R is denoted by

i
n . While the value of degradation profile is proportional to total material

released in region
i

R , the degradation profile isthus represented by Eqn. (3.1) in terms of

corresponding block dimension and the number of blocks [10].

ii hnwu 2
profile =)(DΓ (3.1)

Here Γ stands for proportionality constant.

Objective:
Minimize iw (3.2)

Subject to:

0=)(DΓ- profile
2 uhnw ii (3.3)

0≤
)Δ+(

- 2
ii

i
i ww

A
n (3.4)

0≤-Δ+
iminii www (3.5)

ini ∀1≥ (3.6)

iwi ∀0≥ (3.7)

in integer (3.8)

Here is the area of
i

R .The area occupied by the blocks and gaps are to be smaller than available

regionarea, which is met by inequality constraints (See Eqn. (3.4)) in the model. In Eqn. (3.5), block size

needs to be smaller than wmini
so that at least one set of blocks can be located. Moreover, number of

blocks should be at least 1 and integer, and width of block should be nonnegative given in Eqn. (3.6)-
(3.8).Based on the aforementioned model, an algorithm is developed to locate varying blocks and
obtain their degradation kinetics.

Algorithm I:Variational Micro-patterned Structures

INPUT:n = number of uniform degradation region, design constraints, gap size between blocks, PFs,

)(D profile u , uniform block height, proportionality constant.

OUTPUT: Block pattern wi at
i

R (block size and number of blocks)

i. Get PFs, n, )(D profile u , block height and proportionality constant.

ii. Using Eqn. (3.3) - (3.8), calculate iw ∀ iR .

iii. While
i

n is getting integer value in mathematical model, update
i

wΔ by Eqn. (3.9)∀ iR .
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i
i

i
i w

n

A
w -=Δ (3.9)

iv. Locate blocks∀
i

R .

v. Call Algorithm II for material release study based on Eqn. (3.10) developed in Ozbolat et al
[10], in which a block solid domain Ω is divided into finite number of unit cellsin 3-

dimensional space and
tr

ijkM
,

stands for the media concentration of a unit cell
ijk

C at time tfor

increment r.
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Here D and d denotes the diffusion coefficient and distance from the unit cell
ijk

C to the media

boundary respectively.

To control the degradation process, a modified Finite Element Method (FEM) is developed [10]. In the
proposed FEM approach, micro-patterns are divided into finite number of elements in Cartesian space.
It is assumed that the micro-structure is uniformly fabricated over the entire geometry with truly
amorphous regions. Diffusion of media proceeds from material boundary through inside of the
structure resulting in accumulation of media in each unit cell. Media penetration through the unit cells
is assumed to proceed to cell separation when media concentration of a unit cell reaches. A recursive
algorithm is developed to increment time for each element until the separation of that element occurs.
Once the corresponding element is detached from the micro-structure, the boundary of the structure is
updated. Thus, intermediate geometry of the micro-structure and the amount of material removed for
a specific time can be determined. The algorithm developed for degradation model is presented as[10]:

Algorithm II: Material Release Model

i. Define amount of time increment and set initial percentage of media concentration 0=%
,tr

ijkM

when 0=r , Ω∈∀ ijkC .

ii. DiscretizeΩ by unit cells Ω∈ijkC with unit cell dimension a.Obtain number of unit cells in x-, y-

and z- directions )
depth

,
height

,
width

(=),,(
aaa

snm in 3-dimensional space.

iii. Calculate the diffusion distance from the solid boundary in x-, y- and z- directions x
ijkd , y

ijkd and

z
ijkd ijkC∀ respectively.

Go to next increment by 1+= rr and update %
,tr

ijkM , ijkC∀ as:
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iv. Search∀ %
,tr

ijkM , if <%-1
,tr

ijkM δ, whereδ is a small number (δ≈0), separation of ijkC takes place at

timet at iterationr.

v. Generate new solid boundary and update x
ijkd , y

ijkd and z
ijkd , Ω∈∀ ijkC . If all unit cells are detached

from the structure when



M
ijk

r ,t

k

s


j

n


i

m

 %  mns ,∀ %
,tr

ijkM meeting the condition <%-1
,tr

ijkM

δ; then stop, otherwise go back to step (iii).

In this section, geometric feature based modeling of micro-pattern structures is performed by locating
varying blocks optimally over the geometry andappropriate algorithms are proposed for material
release study. Implementation and results of geometric feature based modeling and material release
studies are presented in the next section.

3. IMPLEMANATION AND RESULTS
For variational pattern micro-structures with different geometry and pattern architecture, functional
variational pattern algorithm is implemented by using Rhino Script based on Visual Basic in Rhinoceros
4.0[13], and patterning features, micro-structure width, variational function, block height, initial sub-
region width and the material type are selected by the user. Microsoft Excel Solver package is used to
solve developed mathematical model.Micro-patterned structure can be designed according to needs in
tissue engineering with variational block size over the micro-structures.

Fig. 6-9 illustrates 4 different micro-structure pattern architecturesand based on the Algorithm I,
micro-structures are designed according to the material release kinetics over the entire geometry.

Fig. 6: Micro-structure example with 2 PFs: starting PF (4 edges) and ending PF (1 point).

In Fig. 6(a), micro-structurewith 2 PFs (1 starting and 1 ending) where larger blocks are located in the
middle and relativelysmaller blocks are distributed along four edges. Micro-patterned structure with

outer dimension 5000 × 5000 governed by 1PF including all available edges with mL6-10×3 total

material release requirement and centre point governed by 1 PF with mL0 total material release

requirement is represented in Fig 6(b). According to the degradation profile requirement
310×56810×+10×10×3= uuuu 2 -6-6-6-6

profile
.-82.717.2-)(D where 1≤≤ u0 , mμ5 height of block and mμ50

initially given gap distance, 5 uniform degradation regions are obtained. Algorithm Iprovides optimum
block width for each region and block size over the structure increases from PF1 to PF

2
gradually

starting from mμ18 in the 1st region to mμ450 in the 5th region. In Fig. 7(a), micro-structurewith 2 PFs (1

starting and 1 ending) is represented where block width increases continuously from one edge to the

opposite edge. Based on requirement uu -5
profile

)(D 10= where 1≤≤ u0 over mμ5000×0005 structure with

constant block height mμ5 and 2 PFs at two facing edges, the micro-structure is divided into 10 uniform

(a) (b)
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degradation regions and optimum number of blocks and block width in each region are obtained with
initially required mμ50 gap between blocks. Fig. 7(b) demonstrates total material released over the

micro-structure with 0 at PF1 and mL6-10×10 at PF2. Block size increases from PF1 to PF
2

gradually

with corresponding initial value of mμ20 in the 1st region to the ending value of mμ474 in the 10th

region.

Fig. 7: Micro-structure example with 2 PFs: starting PF (1 edge) and ending PF (1 edge).

Fig. 8: Complex micro-structure example with 2 PFs: starting PF (1 edge) and ending PF (1 edge).

In Fig. 8(a), the micro-structure has a complex geometry with 2 PFs (1 starting and 1 ending) where
block size increases from outer PF to inner PF confined by a hole.

Fig. 9: Micro-structure example with 2 PFs: starting PF (2 edges) and ending PF (1 point).

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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In Fig. 8(b), pattern architecture on micro-structure is designed according to the requirement
2uuu -6-6-6

profile 10×0.35-10×92.0+10×16.0=)(D where 1≤≤0 u . The structure is divided into 3 uniform

degradation regions with uniform block height mμ5 , mμ02 gap between blocks and block width mμ1.8

mμ20 and mμ84 in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd region respectively. The micro-structure in Fig. 9(a) is governed by

2 GFs, one is 2 adjacent edges and the other is a point located at the opposite diagonal corner. In Fig.
9(b), micro-structure is governed by 2 PFs; the starting one is 2 adjacent edges and the ending one is a
point located on the opposite diagonal corner. Based on the requirement

3-6-6-6-6
profile 10×5.89+10×174.7-10×4.74+10×6.11=)(D uuuu 2 where 1≤≤ u0 , uniform mμ5 block height and

mμ50 gap, block widths are obtained from PF1 to PF2 as follows: mμ86 , mμ961 , mμ150 , mμ081 and

mμ14 .

According to the material release model given in Algorithm II, time based cumulative material release
study is performed for designed variational micro-patterned structuresimplemented in C++. The
material is assumed to be polylactide(PLA)uniformly fabricated over the geometry. Fig. 10(a) shows the
daily cumulative material released for the micro-structure exhibited in Fig. 7(a). Degradation and hence
material release rate accelerates after 12 hours and completes totally in 30 hours.

Fig. 10: Time based material release study for designed micro-structures with various degradation
profiles.

In Fig. 10(b), time based cumulative material release of the micro-structure is illustrated in Fig. 8(a).
Material release rate is low initially but increases after the first 6 hours, and completes in 30 hours.
Material release study represented in Fig. 10(c) shows the total material release of the micro-
structuredisplayed in Fig. 8(a), in which degradation process completes in 18 hours in 3 uniform
degradation regions. In Fig. 10(d), degradation study of themicro-structure given in Fig. 9(a) is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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represented. Release rate is closed to 0 initially, increases after 12 hours and degradation stops in 24
hours.

Top and side view of the developed simulation of biodegradation process is shown in Figure 5(a) for a
single Poly-lactic Acid (PLA) block with dimensions
totally completed in 42 hours. Three dimensional intermediate
hours time increments is shown in Figure 11(b).

(a)
Fig. 11: (a) top and side view of a degradation process simulation based on 6 hour time increments (b)
3D view of the intermediate geometry of

A sample micro-patterned structure is fabricated
biodegradable structure with the developed computational model
experimental studies. First, micro-patterned photolithographic master (200 µm in width and 5 µm in
height for this paper) wasfabricated for casting
acid; PLA) biodegradable material wasthen dissolved in chloroform to make a 12% w/v solution and
agitated using a mechanical shaker until dissolved.
mold to make micro-patterned films. The films were left to air
oven at room temperature.

Micro-patterned PLA films were then treated in vials with pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer solution
for 3 days. The vials were submerged in a recirculating water bath at 37°C. After the degradation
period, the films were rinsed with triply distilled water and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at room
temperature. Micro-patterned films were analyzed using a differential interference contra
(DIC) with 5X and 10X dry objective lenses. The image of the actua
and the degradation result is shown in Figure

(a)
Fig.12: (a) DIC image of the fabricated micro
degraded micro-patterned structure in pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer solution for 3 days

Time (hour)

Intermediate
Geometry

), 2009, 661-671

represented. Release rate is closed to 0 initially, increases after 12 hours and degradation stops in 24

and side view of the developed simulation of biodegradation process is shown in Figure 5(a) for a
lactic Acid (PLA) block with dimensions µm. The degradation process is

totally completed in 42 hours. Three dimensional intermediate geometry of degraded block with 6
(b).

(b)
: (a) top and side view of a degradation process simulation based on 6 hour time increments (b)

µm degraded block [11].

patterned structure is fabricated to compare the fabricated micro-patterned
biodegradable structure with the developed computational model (shown in Figure 11) using

patterned photolithographic master (200 µm in width and 5 µm in
casting ofpolydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold. Poly(d,l-lactic

dissolved in chloroform to make a 12% w/v solution and
agitated using a mechanical shaker until dissolved. PLA solution aliquots were poured onto the PDMS

patterned films. The films were left to air-dry overnight and placed on a vacuum

patterned PLA films were then treated in vials with pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer solution
d in a recirculating water bath at 37°C. After the degradation

period, the films were rinsed with triply distilled water and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at room
patterned films were analyzed using a differential interference contrast microscope

(DIC) with 5X and 10X dry objective lenses. The image of the actual micro-patterned film (Figure 12(a))
shown in Figure 12(b) after 3 days.

(b)
micro-patterned structure with 200×200×5µm patterns, (b)

patterned structure in pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer solution for 3 days [11].
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PDMS
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patterned PLA films were then treated in vials with pH 7 potassium phosphate buffer solution
d in a recirculating water bath at 37°C. After the degradation

period, the films were rinsed with triply distilled water and dried overnight in a vacuum oven at room
st microscope
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper,a feature-based variational modeling is proposed to control the degradation kineticsof
micro-patterned structures by varyingthe geometry and pattern architecture. Material and protein
release rateduring the degradation of micro-structures can be controlled by controlling the geometry of
patterns on the film to fulfill the variational cell growth and proliferation in tissue engineering.Future
based variational modeling in micro-patterns provides a tool to design micro-structures based on
tissue engineering requirements. By enabling desired degradation profile over the entire structure
governed by geometric features and constraints, optimum block size distribution is obtained over the
micro-structure. Thus, required degradation kinetics over the structure is accomplished by varying the
geometry and the architecture of the micro-structure by meeting desired degradation rates spatially. In
this paper, proposed material release model provides a time based degradation tool extracting total
material released in each predetermined time intervals. For future work, optimum design of complex
structures’ variational geometries can be modeled based on material release kinetics needs in tissue
engineering.
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